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Towards Net Zero:
reducing consumption-based emissions!

Sweden has both a responsibility and an opportunity to reduce its consump-
tion-based emissions and there are many relatively simple measures that 
are yet to be implemented. Setting goals and implementing policy instru-
ments is the first step in addressing the climate impact of consumption and 
creating sustainable Swedish consumption.  
 
This report focuses on those parts of emissions that are not already targe-
ted and part of the Climate Action Plan.
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On 7 April 2022, the Swedish parliamentary Environmental Objectives Com-
mittee presented their suggestions for targets to reduce emissions from 
Swedish consumption, including reaching net zero by 2045. All eight parties in 
parliament stand behind the proposal. When the proposals are implemented 
in law, Sweden will become the first country in the world to have set targets 
for consumption emissions. 

As far as we know, a national target was first proposed by a coalition of Swedish civil society 

organisations in 2015. This coalition has since then been working to influence the governme-

nt to set such a target, and in 2021 The Environmental Objectives Committee got an assign-

ment to look into the issue.

Global Challenge (Global Utmaning in Swedish) has been part of advocating for this change 

and we applaud that the committee proposes a net zero target for Swedish consumption 

emissions and that the target should be incorporated into the Swedish climate framework. 

To make sure the target can be reached, sectoral sub-targets  should be introduced together 

with the necessary policies to reduce consumption.

In theis report (first published in Swedish in November 2021) we present recommendations 

for such targets and policies and present several possible ways to address greenhouse gas 

emission reductions. 

Sweden has great opportunities to influence the climate impact of its consumption in other 

countries through domestic measures. A consumption perspective also accelerates emis-

sion reductions within Sweden. This report is based on Sweden implementing the measures 

that are possible from a political point of view in today’s system and ensuring that low hang-

ing fruits are not left on the tree.

Consumption-based emissions can be reduced in many ways, and successfully reducing 

them requires both targets and policy instruments. In this report, we propose an overall net 

zero target for consumption-based emissions, six sectoral targets, as well as a range of poli-

cy instruments.

TOWARDS NET ZERO: REDUCING CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS!

Summary and introduction

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A 
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 – By setting a net zero target for consumption-based emissions, a common vision and 

goal for sustainable consumption is created where individuals, companies, and the 

public sector work to achieve those goals.   

 – By setting targets for reducing its emissions, selecting suppliers and low-emission ma-

terials, replacing their vehicle fleet to become fossil-free and taking other measures, 

public consumption-based emissions can be reduced by 50 percent by 2030 and 85 per-

cent by 2045.  

 – By setting emission limits for new buildings and requiring carbon-free materials by the 

Swedish Transport Administration for infrastructure, the extensive climate impact from 

new construction and infrastructure can be reduced by 85 percent by 2045.  

 – By setting a target of 100 percent quota obligation on bio and electro-fuels for aviation 

and increasing air tax and placing a VAT on air travel, emissions from aviation can be radi-

cally reduced.  

 – By including shipping transport in the EU ETS, these can be regulated and reduced. Redu-

cing emissions from aviation and shipping is also made possible by providing support for 

domestic production of fossil-free fuels.  

 – By promoting the development and consumption of alternative sources of prote-

in, and by favouring food produced with greater care for animals, emissions from food 

consumption can be reduced. 

 – By requiring larger Swedish companies to report their emissions and being given in-

centives to set targets, the business transition can be accelerated.  

 – By a number of other policy instruments aimed at making consumption more sustaina-

ble, emissions can be further reduced. Examples include stimulating the sharing eco-

nomy, increasing warranty periods, reducing VAT on services, requiring manufacturers 

to sell more energy-efficient and repairable products, product passports that show cli-

mate impact and imposing quota obligations on recycled and sustainable materials. 

 – Sweden has both a responsibility and an opportunity to reduce our consumption-based 

emissions and there are many relatively simple measures that have not yet been imple-

mented. Setting goals and implementing policy instruments is the first step to addres-

sing the climate impact of consumption and creating sustainable Swedish consumption.

Sweden has both a responsibility and an 
opportunity to reduce its consumption 
-based emissions and there are many  

relatively simple measures which are yet 
to be implemented. 

T O WA R D S  N E T  Z E R O :  R E D U C I N G  C O N S U M P T I O N - B A S E D  E M I S S I O N S !
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TOWARDS NET ZERO: REDUCING CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS!

1. Background

There are several ways to measure the climate impact of a country. The 
most common is to summarise all emissions that occur within the country. 
These are called territorial emissions and include for instance all incinerated 
fossil fuels and waste, emissions from the agricultural sector, changes in 
land use and more. 

Production-based emissions include emissions from Swedish actors both outside and inside 

the country’s borders and include the fuel of ships and aircraft refuell in Sweden, but which 

are primarily emitted outside the country. 

Consumption-based emissions measure the climate impact of Swedish consumption domes-

tically and overseas. Products and services exported from Sweden are excluded. The sta-

tistics are calculated using national accounts and international databases measuring the 

emissions of different products. Emissions from other countries are calculated using a mo-

del, while consumption-based emissions in Sweden are based on national statistics. Swedish 

consumption-based emissions are about 80 percent higher than territorial emissions at app-

roximately 9 tons per capita. 

An overview of Sweden’s emissions.  
Source: The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A
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1.1  OVERVIEW OF THE STATISTICS
The climate impact of Swedish consumption is now part of the environmental accounts and 

part of the official statistics. Statistics Sweden is the responsible authority and the Swedish 

Environmental Protection Agency presents and explains the figures.

Top-down

The overall national statistics are so-called top-down statistics produced using the national 

accounts and an international database of emission factors for different products in diffe-

rent countries that Sweden trades with. A model is then run to obtain the statistics. 

The models are continuously improving. A new model was developed as part of the PRINCE 

project, and was finalised in 2018. Comparative studies have shown that different models for 

calculating consumption-based emissions produce similar results and that Swedish efforts 

are performing well. However, the statistics has a two year lag and can also be updated re-

troactively, which has happened several times before. The greatest sudden changes in the 

statistics are when the databases of emission factors used are updated. Therefore, the ove-

rall statistics are not suitable for analysing differences between individual years but should 

be used to follow long-term trends and estimate the volume of emissions.

Bottom-up

However, statistics on consumption-based emissions can also be produced bottom-up, 

for example, through life cycle assessments. A municipality or company can do this for its 

own business based on its expenses and purchases. It can also be done for sectors, such 

as food-related emissions or new construction and infrastructure emissions. However, 

these emissions cannot be combined to give a figure for the whole of Sweden as some 

double-counting would take place. However, bottom-up calculations are more accurate and 

can be used to follow up on the impact of policy actions.

This report focuses on those parts of emis-

sions that are not already targeted and are 

part of the Climate Action Plan. Therefore, 

measures for domestic transports are not 

included, for example.

How can the emissions be categorised?

On the left is the categorisation that Sta-

tistics Sweden and the Swedish Environme-

ntal Protection Agency make of consump-

tion-based emissions. According to this, 

households account for about 60 percent 

of the climate impact of consumption divi-

ded into transport, food, housing and other. 

Public consumption accounts for about 11 

percent and investments for the rest.

Source: The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency. For 2019.  
https://www.naturvardsverket.se/Sa-mar-miljon/Statistik-A-O/

Vaxthusgaser-konsumtionsbaserade-utslapp-per-person/ 

T O WA R D S  N E T  Z E R O :  R E D U C I N G  C O N S U M P T I O N - B A S E D  E M I S S I O N S !
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These statistics can be hard to grasp. For example, a large proportion of emissions are cate-

gorised as ”investments”. The figures for 2019 categorise almost a third (27.5 percent) into 

private and public investment. Investments include, for example, all new construction, infra-

structure, the purchase of machinery and equipment and other items which are not 

depreciated the same year. These emissions could be assigned to another category. For ex-

ample, new construction could be assigned to housing consumption, in the same way, machi-

nery at a car factory could be counted as emissions from car purchases. 

In the PRINCE research project, whose results form the basis for Statistics Sweden’s data, an 

additional distribution of the numbers was made and reported it in a broader range of catego-

ries where investment emissions were distributed among the different product groups.

Source: PRINCE. For 2014. 
https://www.prince-project.se/results-visualization-hotspot-product-groups-of-swedens-consumption-footprint/

Here, the largest category is construction and infrastructure, consisting entirely of invest-

ment emissions. The second largest is direct emissions from households, mainly petrol and 

diesel for private transport. Food emissions is the third largest category and emissions from 

electricity and heating are at place five. Number four is emissions from the refining and ex-

traction of the fossil fuels we burn in Sweden. An important insight is that reduced direct 

emissions from the transport sector in Sweden also leads to reduced consumption-based 

emissions from the production phase of fossil fuels.

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A
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In these statistics, and as reported by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, emis-

sions from air travel are underestimated. The statistics are based on how much aviation fuel 

is refuelled in Sweden, not the emissions caused by Swedes’ travel. The high-altitude effect 

is also not included.

Underestimated investment emissions

It is not only the emissions from Swedes flying that are underestimated in the statistics. In-

vestment emissions are not fully included either, as they do not include the investments 

made abroad to meet the needs of Swedish consumption. For example, the emissions from 

the construction of factories in China are counted solely as Chinese investment emissions 

and do not factor into Swedish consumption-based emissions. Södersten et al. have model-

led the impact of allocating investment emissions to final consumption. 1 They conclude that 

consumption-based emissions will significantly increase for most countries, especially tho-

se with higher consumption-based emissions than production emissions. Emissions linked to 

trade between countries increased by 11 percent. Results for Sweden are not reported, but 

the UK, France, Canada, and Germany show increases in consumption-based emissions of 10-

15 percent.

In which other countries do Swedish consumption-based emissions occur?

About 60 percent of consumption-based emissions occur outside of Sweden. The previous-

ly mentioned PRINCE project reports where Swedish consumption-based emissions origi-

nate from in the world.2 The leading country (besides Sweden) was Russia, mainly because 

of our and our other trading partners’ imports of fossil fuels, chemicals and gas from Rus-

sia and the emissions that generates. Number two was China, with Germany in the third po-

sition with significantly lower emissions, followed by the US, Denmark and the UK. Swedish 

consumption-based emissions associated with Russia and China accounted for about 25 per-

cent, and the EU accounted for about 22 percent of the total in PRINCE’s accounts (which use 

data from 2014). This data avoids what is known as the ’Rotterdam effect’, i.e. goods alloca-

ted to the EU country to which they were first imported, regardless of where they original-

ly came from. In the regular import statistics3 , about 60 percent of imports are classified as 

coming from other EU countries.

1  Endogenizing Capital in MRIO Models: The Implications for Consumption-Based Accounting, Södersten, Richard Wood, 
and Edgar G. Hertwich, Environmental Science & Technology 2018, DOI: 10.1021/acs.est.8b02791 
2  https://www.prince-project.se/footprinting-results/
3  https://www.ekonomifakta.se/fakta/ekonomi/utrikeshandel/sveriges-handelspartners/ 

An important insight is that reduced  
direct emissions from the transport sector 
in Sweden also leads to reduced emissions 

from the fossil fuel production phase.

T O WA R D S  N E T  Z E R O :  R E D U C I N G  C O N S U M P T I O N - B A S E D  E M I S S I O N S !
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Who is generating the emissions?

Consumption-based emissions are unevenly distributed among the country’s inhabitants. 

The most critical factor that predicts how much an individual emits is how much she spends. 

The ones who emit the most are those with the most money. Oxfam has calculated how signi-

ficant the differences are regarding emissions between different income groups in Sweden. 4 

According to the study, the richest 10 percent have almost three times as high emissions per 

person as the half of the population with the lowest income. It also shows that the richest 

have reduced their emissions much less than those with lower incomes.

Globally, climate inequality is much larger. According to Oxfam’s study, the richest 10 per-

cent in Sweden have 24 times higher emissions (17 tonnes per person) than the poorest 50 

percent globally (0.69 tonnes per person). But even the 50 percent with the lowest income 

in Sweden had a carbon footprint nearly seven times higher than the poorest 50 percent glo-

bally (5 versus 0.69 tCO2).

Measures to reduce consumption-based emissions also need to consider how they affect 

different income groups and how they can be introduced fairly. All else being equal, it is more 

effective to reduce emissions among those who emit the most.

1.2  THE REASON WHY TARGETS AND POLICIES ARE NEEDED
There are two main reasons for introducing targets and policies to reduce consumption-ba-

sed emissions.

Firstly, there is an opportunity to reduce these emissions through Swedish policy. Our tra-

ding partners cannot introduce policy instruments in Sweden that shift consumption to be-

come more sustainable. Only Sweden has Swedish consumption-based emissions. Not wor-

king to reduce consumption-based emissions is a missed opportunity to help solve the 

climate crisis.

Secondly, we have a clear responsibility as the Swedish demand creates our consump-

tion-based emissions.

The countries from which Swedes imports goods and services have the greatest responsibi-

lity and opportunities to reduce their emissions. For instance, by transforming their electri-

city system so that it becomes fossil-free. The biggest gains can be made here. The compa-

nies that manufacture the products also have a responsibility and often large opportunities 

to reduce their own emissions. That can sometimes be difficult, for example, if you as a com-

pany are directed to buy electricity from the state grid without the possibility to choose 

renewables. Or if you are a company in a competitive industry with small margins and few 

opportunities to raise capital to replace your vehicle fleet or manufacturing process, for in-

stance.

The individual or company that is a final commodity consumer also has a responsibility for 

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A
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the emissions she generates. However, the country where the 

consumer is located also has a responsibility to affect these 

emissions. A country can primarily influence the imported part 

of its own consumption-based emissions by shifting the composition of consumption.

A comparison can be made with how companies handle their emissions. Many corporations  

have started to measure and set targets for their emissions in all scopes. (Scope 1 is a com-

pany’s direct emissions. Scope 2 is derived from electricity and heating. Scope 3 is all indi-

rect emissions made by other producers.)

1.3  CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS IN OTHER COUNTRIES
Sweden has one of the world’s largest differences between consumption-based and terri-

torial emissions. We are ranked 15th out of 119 if you list the countries by how much larger 

consumption-based emissions are.5 If we exclude low-income countries with very low emis-

sions and states with fewer than one million inhabitants, Sweden ends up 8th in the world. 

This is partly because Sweden is a relatively small and trade-dependent country, but also sin-

ce Sweden has relatively low production emissions. However, the same could be said about 

several countries, so the big difference in consumption vs territorial emissions is remarka-

ble and should motivate Sweden to tackle consumption-based emissions. However, absolu-

te consumtion-based emissions do not stand outcompared to other countries, here Sweden 

ranks 44th out of 119.6

4  Svensk klimatojämlikhet, behovet av en rättvis omställning, Oxfam 2020, https://www.oxfam.se/sites/default/
files/content-page/attachments/svensk_klimatojamlikhet-behovet_av_en_rattvis_omstallning.pdf 
5 Own calcuations from Global carbon atlas. 2019 data. http://www.globalcarbonatlas.org/en/CO2-emissions
6 ibid. These numbers are for CO2 only and is not directly comparable to total GHG emissions from Swedish 
consumption.

Our trading partners cannot 
introduce policy instruments 

in Sweden that shift consump-
tion to become more sustaina-

ble. Only Sweden has Swedish 
consumption-based emissions.

Calculations from Global carbon atlas (data from 2019)

T O WA R D S  N E T  Z E R O :  R E D U C I N G  C O N S U M P T I O N - B A S E D  E M I S S I O N S !
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TOWARDS NET ZERO: REDUCING CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS

2. How can  
consumption-based  
emissions be reduced?

There are mainly four ways by which the imported part of consumption-ba-
sed emissions can be reduced.  

1) Trading partners reduce their emissions.

 An importing country’s trading partners reduce their emission intensity in production 

by, for example, switching to fossil-free electricity.

2) Changing trading partners or producing more for its own needs.

 Imports from carbon-intensive countries are decreasing in favour of imports from 

countries with lower emission intensity or in favour of increased domestic production.

3) Changing consumption patterns.

 The composition of consumption is changing, for example through reduced air travel and 

increased service consumption at the expense of the consumption of physical goods.

4) Reduced consumption.

 The total volume of consumption decreases.

Sweden can, in principle, affect all of the above. It can put pressure on trading partners to 

reduce their emissions. The EU-planned carbon tariff is an example of such a measure (see 

Chapter 4). Our trading partners’ emissions will also continue to decrease regardless of what 

Sweden does. In theory, Sweden can also shift imports from emission-intensive countries 

to those with lower emissions in production. A carbon tax levied on the sale of goods could 

have such an effect, but it would be very difficult to introduce in practice. The measures that 

Sweden can introduce to reduce consumption-based emissions can mainly be found in the 

third point, the changed composition of consumption. Here, political policies and individu-

al choices can make the most significant difference. A reduced consumption volume is also a 

possible path forward.

In the Consumption Report 20197 from the University of Gothenburg, Larsson & Nässen in-

vestigate the development of Swedish consumption-based emissions. During 2008-2017, to-

tal Swedish consumption-based emissions decreased by 14 percent. According to the au-

thor’s analysis, two-thirds of the reduction was caused by reduced emissions in production 

and one third by changing consumption patterns. A key reason for the decrease in produc-

tion emissions is reduced CO2 emissions per kilowatt-hour in the EU.

  7 Konsumtionsrapporten 2019, Centrum för konsumtionsvetenskap 
https://gupea.ub.gu.se/bitstream/2077/62834/1/gupea_2077_62834_1.pdf

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A
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The effect of underlying factors on greenhouse gas emissions from private consumption 2008–2017.
Source: Konsumtionsrapporten 2019, Centrum för konsumtionsvetenskap.

2.1 THE COMPOSITION OF CONSUMPTION EMISSIONS 
The Swedes’ consuming behaviour has also evolved. Larsson & Nässen shows that the 

Swedes spend a decreasing amount of money on fossil fuels which have a high emission 

intensity. The consumption of services has increased, which has brought down emissions as 

services have lower emission intensity. An increased consumtion of services also replaces 

other type of high-intensity emissions products or services. 

It is striking how there is a relatively small difference in average emission intensity per 

Swedish krona (SEK) between different types of goods. Emissions from travel stand out due 

to the burning of fossil fuels. Food also has much higher emissions per SEK than other goods 

and services, with meat having significantly higher emissions than other types of foods. 

Services, and surprisingly even clothing, also have lower emissions per SEK than other types 

of consumption. However, the difference in the emission intensity per SEK between other 

types of goods is not that large. For example, between electronics and toys, a bed and a 

vacuum cleaner, or a new car and diapers.8 However, this applies on average. A product made 

with renewable energy and with low transport emissions can have many times lower emis-

sions than an average-emission product for the category. 

8 Data från Carlsson-Kanyama et al. Analysis of the environmental impacts of 218 consumption items. Greenhouse gas 
emissions, land use and water use per SEK and kg. Technical Report (2019). https://www.sustainableconsumption.se/
wp-content/uploads/sites/34/2020/05/Appendix_4_EAP_Summary_of_analyses.xlsx 

T O WA R D S  N E T  Z E R O :  R E D U C I N G  C O N S U M P T I O N - B A S E D  E M I S S I O N S !
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An average purchase emits 46 gram CO2 per SEK spent9 (gCO2e per SEK), but the number will 

be around 30 gCO2e per SEK if we exclude travel. This means that 1,000 SEK non-travel rela-

ted consumption leads to average emissions of 30 kg of carbon dioxide. About 33,000 SEK of 

consumption corresponds to 1 tonne of CO2.

Potential for reduced emissions from changing consumption patterns

Annika Carlsson Kanyama has researched how emissions from household consumption can 

be reduced through changing consumption patterns within the research project Mistra sus-

tainable consumption.10 She and her co-researchers developed a database where the carbon 

intensity of 218 common products and services has been estimated. 11 The analysis shows 

that Swedes can reduce their consumption-based emissions by 40 percent by opting for a 

vegan diet, choosing bus holidays over flying and buying second-hand furniture instead of 

new.

The graph below presents the average Swede’s consumption-based emissions in different 

categories. About half of the emissions come from leisure travel and other transport. Food 

accounts for about 25 percent.

 9  Konsumtionsrapporten 2019, Centrum för konsumtionsvetenskap
https://gupea.ub.gu.se/bitstream/2077/62834/1/gupea_2077_62834_1.pdf 

10  Carlsson-Kanyama, Annika; Nässén, Jonas; Benders, Reneé. Shifting expenditure on food, holidays, and furnishings 
could lower greenhouse gas emissions by almost 40%. Journal of Industrial Ecology, (2021) https://onlinelibrary.wiley.

com/doi/10.1111/jiec.13176 

11 Carlsson-Kanyama et al. Analysis of the environmental impacts of 218 consumption items. Greenhouse gas emissions, 
land use and water use per SEK and kg. Technical Report (2019).https://www.sustainableconsumption.se/wp-content/

uploads/sites/34/2020/09/EAP-rapport.pdf 

All greenhouse gas emissions from the entire consumption of an average person today. 
Total emissions are 6,900 kg and food and beverage accounts for 25%,inventories for 7% and vacations for 27% of total emis-
sions. Source: Annika Carlsson-Kanyama.  Shifting expenditure on food, holidays, and furnishings could lower greenhouse 
gas emissions by almost 40%. .

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A
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Within the same research programme, Nils Brown, Mårten Berglund and Viveka Palm at Sta-

tistics Sweden did a similar study 12 . They also looked at what happens when sustainable al-

ternatives save consumers’ money. In the study, the researchers compared different sce-

narios where the savings from cheaper, sustainable consumption was either used for;  1) 

individuals reducing their working hours, 2) purchasing other goods and services, or 3) incre-

ased savings, which is believed to lead to increased investments.

The study suggests that buying second-hand furniture and reducing one’s living area only 

decreases consumption-based emissions if the money saved is used to reduce working 

hours and incomes. Otherwise, the practice would result in increased or unchanged emis-

sions. This is due to these measures saving a considerable amount of money by reducing 

consumption with a lower emission intensity than average consumption. However, a vege-

tarian or vegan diet directly impacted consumption-based emissions, reducing them with 

around 2 and 7 percent, respectively. Similiar effect applies to replacing flights by train or bus 

or spending holidays at home.

Other ways that consumption patterns can change are by spending more money on personal 

and sharing services. For example, if more people join car pools instead of owning a car, the 

consumption-based emissions from the production of vehicles are reduced. If consumption 

of services or public expenditure increases, emissions decrease as these categories have a 

lower emission intensity than average consumption.

Another way to shift our consumption patterns is to purchase more expensive but more du-

rable goods. For example, purchasing high-quality electronics and clothing that cost more, 

but does not need to be replaced as frequently. However, purchasing a durable product at the 

same price as a less durable one does not necessarily lead to reduced emissions. The money 

saved on buying a more durable product will be used for other consumption for many consu-

mers. However, buying more durable products can help reduce the consumption of other es-

sential resources such as rare earth minerals.

Rebound effects

The two studies mentioned above indicate opportunities to reduce their emissions through 

changes in consumption, but that the effect is limited as long as you maintain and spend 

your income. It is an example of a so-called recoil effect, in this case an economic one, but 

there are also other types of recoil effects.

In the study ”Rebound effects and design of policy instruments”13 from the Swedish Environ-

mental Research Institute IVL, researchers investigate how significant the rebound effects of 

selected measures are and what should be done to manage them. The results show that some 

measures, such as increasing work from home to reduce commuting, can have major secon-

dary effects as some people move to larger housing units further away from workplaces and 

services. The impact of this can counteract the emission reduction from reduced commutes.

 12 Brown, Nils; Berglund, Mårten; Palm, Viveka. Potential environmental and socioeconomic effects overseas due to the 
mainstreaming of sustainability-motivated niche practices in Sweden (2021) https://www.sustainableconsumption.se/
wp-content/uploads/sites/34/2021/06/Rapport-1.8-Potential-environmental-and-socioeconomic-effects-overseas-.pdf  
13  Rekyleffekter och utformning av styrmedel IVL (2021) https://www.ivl.se/download/18.5bcd43b91781d-
2f501c9a9/1615982262078/B2410.pdf 

T O WA R D S  N E T  Z E R O :  R E D U C I N G  C O N S U M P T I O N - B A S E D  E M I S S I O N S !
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 14 Callmer & Bradley. In search of sufficiency politics: the case of Sweden, Sustainability: Science, Practice and Policy, 
(2021) https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15487733.2021.1926684

The authors acknowledge that broad system-wide strategies or narrow measures against 

emission-intensive activities are the most effective approaches to avoid rebound effects. 

They highlight that a system perspective is required when policy instruments and measures 

are to be analysed. They cannot be evaluated in isolation.

The main opportunities for reducing emissions due to changing consumption patterns are 

primarily in reduced fossil-driven transportation and reduced meat consumption. However, 

for emissions to come down to sustainable levels, either reduced consumption or a change 

in the means of production is required. Changing consumption patterns helps but is not suf-

ficient.

This insight is also highlighted in the previously mentioned Mistra sustainable consumption 

research program. Åsa Callmer and Karin Bradley mention the need for sufficiency in their ar-

ticle ”In search of sufficiency politics: the case of Sweden” 14 as a key factor in achieving sus-

tainability. The researchers conclude that policy measures aimed at reducing consumption 

will be insufficient as long as there is a focus on creating economic growth, and that policies 

for changing values and norms are needed. Policy measures mentioned include, for example, 

reduction of working hours and carbon budgets.

Do increased savings lead to reduced emissions?

Savings can be seen as postponed consumption. Savings could have a positive climate effect 

if the money is saved for so long that the economy’s carbon intensity has gone down when 

the money is spent. But savings could be regarded as funds made available for banks to lend 

out, which lead to increased investments and consumption.

The analysis mentioned above by Nils Brown et al. assumes that increased savings lead to a 

corresponding increase in investments and thus a co-related climate impact. There are cur-

rently no methods to assess the climate impact of savings, and increased savings should not 

be seen as a reliable way to reduce emissions. 

2.2 POLICY INSTRUMENTS
Policy instruments are defined here as policies aimed at reducing consumption-based emis-

sions. It is important to note that not all policy instruments affecting consumption-based 

emissions affect national statistics measuring these emissions.

Policy instruments that have the potential to have a major impact on statistical consump-

tion-based emissions are those that reduce travelling or push travelling to more low-car-

bon alternatives. Examples of this are a shift from flights to trains. Policies reducing meat 

consumption, as well as those that shift spending from physical goods to personal services 

also affect the consumption emissions. Policies that reduce the total volume of consump-

tion are also feasable, enabling people to work and earn less.
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But the overall statistics do not show, for example, whether an item comes from a factory that 

uses fossil-free energy, as it is the country’s average emission intensity in the specific sector 

that generates the emission data. Products that are more expensive, but otherwise similar to 

the average product in a category, also get a misleadingly high value. Assuming that consump-

tion patterns change at national level to include fewer but more expensive purchases (for ex-

ample, one sweater for 1,000 SEK instead of four for 250 SEK each). In that case, all else being 

equal, emissions will be reduced in reality but not in the statistics. A great deal of what Swedish 

companies do to reduce their Scope 3 emissions overseas, such as procuring from suppliers 

with lower emissions than their competitors, is also not visible in the overall statistics. Deci-

sions to introduce measures and implement policy instruments should be based on the expec-

ted effect on actual emissions, not on the impact they have on statistics.

The four categories below make up for one way of grouping policy instruments that change 

the composition of consumption to become less emission-intensive.

1)  Less.  Less in absolute terms of particularly carbon-intensive products that an equi-

valent product cannot replace at present e.g. air travel and meat. This includes instru-

ments such as:

– Air travel tax, differentiated landing fees and carbon labelling of flights.

– Quota obligation for fuel sales.

– Carbon tax and meat tax.

– Regulate advertising of environmentally harmful products.

2) Replace. Choosing the environmentally friendly option. e.g. cellulose insulation 

instead of glass wool, an electric car instead of a petrol car, products made from recyc-

led plastic and renewable energy instead of fossil-based plastics. This includes instru-

ments such as:

– Bonus-malus for new car sales.

– Financial support for wood construction.

– Product passport showing the climate impact of a product.

– Quota obligations for the use of fossil-free raw materials.

3) Keep. Buying more expensive goods that last longer and stimulate repairs. This inclu-

des instruments such as:

– Extended warranty periods, right to repair, tax-deductions on repairs.

– Information measures.

– Requiring manufacturers to sell energy-efficient and repairable products.

4) Shift. Shifting consumption from pure material consumption to, for example, servi-

ces such as culture, wellness, or experiences. This includes instruments such as:

– Reduced VAT on services, and increased VAT on other consumption.

– Promoting sharing and rental services.

Some instruments fall outside these four categories, such as a system of tax and dividends 

where an increased carbon tax on, for example, aviation, fuel and, in particular, carbon-in-

tensive products is distributed equally to all citizens.
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Circular economy

It is important to note that sustainable consumption is a much broader area than just redu-

cing greenhouse gas emissions. Reducing the impact on animals and nature, using finite re-

sources, reducing waste, lowering the use of harmful substances, and implementing bet-

ter waste management are all areas of sustainable consumption.  The measures to reduce 

consumption-based emissions do not necessarily affect the other areas within sustaina-

ble consumption. In 2021, the Swedish government presented a circular economy strategy 
15  with four focus areas for a circular economy: Sustainable production and product design. 

Sustainable ways of consuming and using materials, products, and services, Non-toxic and 

circular cycles. Innovation and circular business models. Several of the policy instruments 

proposed are also relevant for reducing consumption-based emissions and can be found in 

the list in the concluding chapter of this report.

Today, the economy is far from circular and recycled materials are often many times more 

expensive than new ones. The structure to recycle materials is mostly lacking. Although 

Sweden has an extensive system for collecting used packaging, only under half of the plastic 

collected and 20 percent of the total used plastic is recycled, according to an investigation 

by Radio Sweden. 16 Though it is crucial, recycling will never be enough, as changes will be re-

quired on the production side, both in terms of product design and the use of renewable raw 

materials. Proposals such as quota obligations on the share of renewable materials for, for 

example, plastic products could be of use here.

Measures for a circular economy will also affect the labour market. If purchases of new goods 

decrease in favour of second-hand goods, rentals, repairs, remakes, etc., this will create 

more jobs than it eliminates. But this might require further measures such as access to trai-

nings to change careers. The sustainable transition must be done in a fair and just way. 

15  Handlingsplan för cirkulär ekonomi https://www.regeringen.se/48f821/contentassets/ 
561eea8cac114172b993c1f916e86a9b/cirkular-ekonomi-handlingsplan-for-omstallning-av-sverige.pdf 
16 80% of plastics is incinerated Prylarnas pris  3 October 2019  https://sverigesradio.se/artikel/7313146

Today, the economy is far from circular and  
recycled materials are often many times more 

expensive than new ones. The structure to  
recycle materialsis mostly lacking. 
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TOWARDS NET ZERO: REDUCING CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS!

3. Targets for   
consumption-based  
emissions 
3.1 BACKGROUND
Sweden has 16 environmental quality targets.  One of them is the target of Limited Climate 

Impact. It is worded in a way that includes, to some extent, the effect of Swedish consump-

tion-based emissions. It says:

”The concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere shall, in accordance with the UN 

Framework Convention on Climate Change, be stabilised at a level whereby human impact on 

the climate system is not dangerous. The target shall be achieved in such a way and at such 

a pace as to preserve biodiversity, ensure food production and not jeopardise other sustai-

nable development goals. Together with other countries, Sweden is responsible for achieving 

that global target.”

The clarification of the target  for Limited Climate Impact reads:

”The global average temperature increase is limited to well below 2 degrees Celsius above 

pre-industrial levels, and efforts are being made to keep the increase below 1.5 degrees Cel-

sius above pre-industrial levels. Sweden will work internationally to ensure that global ef-

forts steer towards this target.” 17 

There is also a generational target that reads:

”The overall target of environmental policy is to hand over to the next generation a society 

where the major environmental problems are solved, without causing increased environme-

ntal and health problems beyond Sweden’s borders.” 

The generation target also has seven indents defining the target. One of these is that the 

consumption patterns of goods and services should cause as minor environmental and 

health problems as possible.

In this case, there are no restrictions on Sweden’s efforts being limited to only reduced 

emissions within the country. On the other hand, the associated milestones are formulated 

in this way. The interim target for 2045 says:

”By 2045, Sweden will have no net greenhouse gas emissions released to the atmosphere 

and will subsequently achieve negative emissions. To achieve net zero emissions, additional 

measures may be taken. Emissions from operations in Swedish territory must be at least 85 

percent lower than emissions in 1990.”

The target for 2045 includes Sweden’s total emissions within the country’s borders. Still, the 

interim targets for 2020, 2030, and 2040 only include emissions in the ”non-trading sector,” 

i.e., emissions outside the EU’s emissions trading system.

 17  https://www.sverigesmiljomal.se/miljomalen/begransad-klimatpaverkan/precisering-av-begransad-klimatpaverkan/
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One of the five official statistical indicators for the environmental quality target is consump-

tion-based emissions in Sweden and other countries. Only the interim targets have a gover-

ning effect, though. Therefore, it is also necessary to add a target on consumption-based 

emissions.

3.2 NET ZERO TARGET
Consumption-based emissions that take place in Sweden are already covered by the environ-

mental target for Limited Climate Impact on net zero emissions by 2045, but a similar net 

zero target should be set for total consumption-based emissions.

Such a measure could stipulate that Swedish consumption-based emissions shall reach net 

zero in a given year (e.g., 2045), including:

- An assumption for how much Sweden’s trading partners’ emissions fall. 

- An emission trajectory depicting how consumption-based emissions reduces thanks to 

Swedish policies measures. 

- A decision to nullify residual consumption-based emissions through negative emissions.

This model implies that the more countries reduce their emissions, the less Sweden needs 

to do to cut its consumption-based emissions. On the other hand, if the trading partners re-

duce emissions more slowly than predicted, Sweden needs to do more to reduce consump-

tion-based emissions through domestic measures or through additional and complementa-

ry measures such as negative emissions. This model does not depend on access to accurate 

statistics. It is relatively easy to determine how our trading partners’ emissions develop. It is 

more difficult to determine the size of the total Swedish consumption-based emissions, but 

a very good estimate can now be attained thanks to more robust statistics. Thus, one can 

see the approximate effect of the Swedish measures (the difference between reduction in 

total consumption-based emissions and reduction by trading partners) and determine app-

roximately how large the increased responsibility for negative emissions needs to be. Increa-

sed responsibility for negative emissions is addressed in more detail two chapters ahead.

This target can be introduced as a target under the environmental quality target Limited Cli-

mate Impact. The Climate Policy Council should provide a follow-up on the target. It should 

ideally also be included under the Climate Policy Framework.

Proposed wording of target

Reduce total Swedish consumption-based emissions by at least 85 percent by 2045 and 

reach net zero through negative emissions for the remaining part.

Is it realistic to achieve net zero emissions from consumption?

If Sweden and the EU reach their previously set net zero targets, Swedish consumption-ba-

sed emissions will decrease by over 50 percent compared to today if today’s trade pattern 

persists. 18 If Sweden stops using fossil fuels domestically, another large part of the impor-
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ted consumption-based emissions from extraction and refining will also disappear. If other 

trading partners such as the US, Japan, Canada, and South Korea also achieve their net zero 

targets, Swedish consumption-based emissions will further decrease a few percentage 

points. Even countries which are yet to set, or likely to be unable to achieve, net zero targets 

by the middle of the century will most likely reduce their emission intensity.

Suppose the targets proposed in the sections below achieve an 85 percent reduction in 

consumption-based emissions from the public sector and new construction. In that case, it 

will reduce emissions by an estimated additional few percentage points.19 

It is not unreasonable to assume that only 15-20 percent of today’s Swedish consump-

tion-based emissions will remain by the middle of the century if the country and its tra-

ding partners reach their targets.20  That would correspond to 13-18 million tonnes of CO2eq. 

However, this implies that the negative emissions that Sweden’s trading partners implement 

to reach their net zero targets are excluded from the calculations of consumption-based 

emissions.

Sector-specific targets, new policy instruments prompting a change in consumption pat-

terns in Sweden, active efforts from domestic companies to manage their Scope 3 emis-

sions, and increased commitment for negative emissions can plausibly reduce the remaining 

consumption-based emissions to zero without becoming much of an imposition.

Measures for more sustainable consumption in Sweden can also drive more sustainable bu-

siness models in other countries and influence companies to, for example, shift to using re-

newable energy, thus helping them achieve their climate goals. 

18 Estimates from the data in the PRINCE project. 
19  Ibid. 
20  Ibid.
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Increased responsibility for negative emissions

The Climate Act stipulates that Swedish territorial emissions are to be reduced by 85 per-

cent compared to 1990 and that the remaining part is to be addressed by additional measu-

res. This is defined as either climate action for avoided emissions in other countries or nega-

tive emissions in Sweden. The latter includes increased net uptake and reduced emissions in 

forests and land, capturing, transporting, and storing carbon dioxide of biogenic origin (bio-

CCS/ BECCS), and negative emissions through other methods.

Sweden is unusually well-equipped to use BECCS as a technology to remove and store car-

bon dioxide. This is because Sweden already emits 50 million tonnes of biogenic emissions 21  

into existing plants such as paper mills or electricity and heating plants. Most of this infra-

structure is also located on the Swedish coast, facilitating the transport of carbon dioxide to 

final storage, which will probably be off the coast of Norway.

The governmental investigation The road to a climate positive future22  presented propo-

sals for reverse auctions where the state provides operating support for negative emissions 

from bio-CCS plants. The Swedish Energy Agency built on the proposal, and the Swedish go-

vernment announced a budget for the auctions of 400 million SEK per year from 2026.23  This 

funding covers only  200-400,000 tonnes of CO2 per year and has been subject to criticism 

for being insufficient to build and operate larger plants. However, opposition parties introdu-

ced a higher budget of 2 billion SEK per year in their budget packet that won support in parlia-

ment in late 2021. 

Sweden should follow the governmental investigations proposal to set targets for the com-

plementary measures of 3,7 million tonnes of CO2 per year by 2030 and 10,7 million tonnes 

by 2045. So far, there is no long-term, politically determined plan defining how the additional 

measures will be implemented and financed.

We argue that this should be budgeted and planned so the state takes the cost of the com-

mitment (minus negative emissions financed by companies, as per the chapter below). The 

above-mentioned governmental investigation estimates the cost of fully financing the ne-

gative emissions without contributions from companies to be 2,4 billion SEK per year by 

2030 (excluding any EU funds). The cost until 2045 is not covered by this estimate but could 

amount to SEK 8-10 billion per year. 10 billion amounts to less than 1 percent of the current 

state budget and can be seen as a reasonable investment to achieve net zero emissions. Ac-

cording to this governmental investigation, the cost is far lower than achieving zero emis-

sions without additional measures.

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A
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In addition, Sweden should undertake an increased commitment to negative emissions, in-

cluding consumption-based emissions, to achieve net zero emissions for these as well. This 

can mean additional volumes of the same magnitude, which Sweden – with its potential for 

negative emissions – would be able to cope with. The cost can be divided between voluntary 

contributions from individuals, companies, and the state budget.

Assuming that companies purchase negative emissions in Sweden to compensate for their 

Scope 1, 2 emissions in Sweden. In that case, this should be counted towards the current tar-

get of the accompanying measures and included in Sweden’s territorial statistics. Negative 

emissions purchased by Swedish companies for Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions happening abro-

ad should not be included in Sweden’s territorial statistics, regardless of whether the carbon 

removal occurs in Sweden or not. These removals should instead count towards the more 

ambitious target for negative emissions for consumption-based emissions. 24

Companies may want to purchase negative emissions due to quota obligations if they are in-

cluded in today’s EU ETS system, in future EU ETS systems for the non-trading sector or if 

other carbon taxes are higher than the cost of removing CO2. Companies may also want to do 

this for moral reasons to achieve already communicated net zero targets or benefit their re-

putation and brand, thereby increasing sales.

Purchases of negative emissions should also be made tax-deductible for companies and in-

dividuals, as it already is in many other countries. In Sweden, negative emissions today are 

only deductible for those Swedish companies that can show that the purchase of emission 

credits is an essential part of marketing and leads to increased sales.

Reporting of companies and private individuals’ purchases of negative emissions can be 

done via deduction of the cost in their taxes, and the number of tonnes and price should be 

indicated in that case. Suppose the number of tonnes financed by the private sector falls 

below the remaining consumption-based emissions by 2045. In that case, the state should fi-

nance negative emissions for the remaining tonnes to achieve net zero consumption-based 

emissions. It is also crucial that the quality of the negative emissions is high, for example in 

terms of permanence and additionality.

It is worth noting that if companies transfer the cost of negative emissions onto their custo-

mers, the additional cost of a product will be small. If it costs an average of 1,000 SEK to cap-

ture and store one tonne of CO2, a purchase of an average item of SEK 1,000 will, with today’s 

emission intensity (around 30 grams per SEK), be about SEK 30 more expensive (3 percent) if 

the emissions it generates are to be removed and stored. As our trading partners production 

emissions decrease, the emission intensity decreases and thus the cost. The cost of pro-

duction of negative emissions is also expected to decrease. By the middle of the century, it 

is likely that the cost of permanently removing and storing the carbon dioxide a purchase ge-

nerates will be well below 1 percent of the purchase’s value.

21  https://www.naturvardsverket.se/Nyheter-och-pressmeddelanden/ 
Battre-koll-pa-utslappen-fran-biobranslen-banar-vag-for-negativa-utslapp/ 
 22 SOU 2020:4 https://www.regeringen.se/4a9e84/contentassets/ 
1c43bca1d0e74d44af84a0e2387bfbcc/vagen-till-en-klimatpositiv-framtid-sou-20204 
  23  https://www.regeringen.se/pressmeddelanden/2021/09/ 
nya-och-utokade-satsningar-pa-industrins-grona-omstallning/ 
24 However, double counting must be avoided.
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3.3  SECTOR TARGETS
Setting sectoral targets and corresponding policy instruments should be at the core of efforts 

to reduce consumption-based emissions. Sector-specific targets can be calculated using bot-

tom-up statistics, and the effect of policy instruments can be monitored. It would clarify who 

is expected to do what and the strategy for reducing consumption-based emissions. We be-

lieve that sectoral targets are central and that efforts to mitigate consumption-based emis-

sions without setting sectoral targets will not be effective.

In this report, we propose targets for five sectors and discuss the need for targets for mariti-

me transport.

3.3.1  Specific public emissions targets 

Many governmental agencies, municipalities, and regions have ambitions to reduce emis-

sions, but far from all numerical targets. The public sector differs from many companies that 

have set climate targets for their direct emissions in Scope 1 and indirect ones in Scope 2 and 

3.

 

Statistics from the Swedish National Agency for Public Procurement show that greenhouse 

gas emissions from public spending correspond to around 23 million tonnes of CO2. 25 Their 

numbers differ from the official statistics produced by Statistics Sweden, where public 

emissions only reach 9 million tonnes. However, different methods have been used and one 

difference is that public investments are not included in Statistics Sweden’s category of 

public consumption.

Public consumption-based emissions occur both inside and outside the country. According 

to the procurement agency’s figures, about half of the emissions come from municipalities 

and the rest from governmental agencies and regions. Buildings and infrastructure is the 

most prominent emission category - about 40 percent of the total.

25  https://www.upphandlingsmyndigheten.se/om-hallbar-upphandling/miljomassigt-hallbar-upphandling/analysera- 
inkopen-med-miljospendanalys/de-offentliga-inkopens-klimat--och-miljopaverkan/ 
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How can public emissions be reduced

The public sector has an excellent opportunity to influence its emissions. When roads, 

schools, and hospitals are built, vehicles, food, and consumables are purchased, or when ser-

ver space and services are rented, products, materials, and services with low climate impact 

can be selected. In other cases, an explicit commitment can be made that climate-smart 

products and services will be prioritised, which would send a clear signal to the market.

Specific goals can be set for governmental agencies and state-owned companies through 

governmental instructions and ownership directives. In Sweden, municipalities and regions 

set their own goals but can be given incentives. Government funding for the municipalities 

and regions that reach (or are on the right track to achieve) their climate targets can spur 

the efforts and allow municipalities to pay for climate-smart solutions that are often more 

expensive than their fossil alternatives.

The construction sector is critical. Materials such as steel, cement, aluminum, cables, fit-

tings, insulation, and fixtures generate significant emissions. This is an area where the public 

has the opportunity to take the lead and require lower climate impact options in their procu-

rement processes. Fossil-free steel is under development, and while cement still has a long 

way to go, it also has viable development underway. Sweden already has excellent conditions 

to radically reduce emissions from construction by using wood to a much greater extent 

than in the past.

Other areas where the public sector can and should take the lead concern transport – such 

as prioritising electric vehicles and sustainable biofuels. In Norway, there is now a proposal 

from the government that the public sector should only be allowed to buy electric cars.

Governmental agencies and municipalities will need support in calculating their emissions 

and identifying how and where they can best engage in reducing them. Everyone should use 

the same methodology so that emissions can be aggregated. The Swedish national procure-

ment agency already provides support but may need to broaden the scope of its mission and 

be funded accordingly. 

Another measure that may need to be introduced is to temporarily reduce the return of ca-

pital for state-owned companies in favour of prioritising climate benefits. This would be es-

pecially important for companies with a direct role in the transition, such as SJ (the Swedish 

state railway), Jernhusen Greencargo, Svenska Kraftnät, Sveaskog, and Vattenfall.

Current situation

The Environmental Management Regulation currently only applies to governmental organisa-

tions, covering 187 governmental agencies. These organisations are to implement, manage, 

and develop environmental management systems. This means that they must measure their 

emissions, have an environmental policy, and set environmental goals for their operations, 

as well as an action plan for how they will reduce emissions. Although few authorities have 
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26 Klimatstrategi för Botkyrka https://www.botkyrka.se/download/18.1fbbaae6170bff9469deb3b/ 
1584093805113/Klimatstrategi%20f%C3%B6r%20Botkyrka.pdf 

27 https://start.stockholm/om-stockholms-stad/sa-arbetar-staden/klimat-och-miljo/ 
 28 https://www.sverigesmiljomal.se/stod-och-rad-i-miljoarbetet/ 

begransad-klimatpaverkan---saker-kommuner-kan-gora/ 
29 https://www.ivl.se/publikationer/publikationer/ 

10-reformer-som-underlattar-kommuners-klimat--och-miljoarbete.html 

set targets for their overall climate impact, several have targets for reducing emissions 

from their business travel.

 

Several municipalities and regions have set targets for their climate impact, for example, 

Botkyrka 26, which is to become a climate-neutral organisation by 2025. However, this goal 

also includes the municipality’s carbon sinks. The City of Stockholm has a target to be fos-

sil-free and climate-positive by 2040, and a fossil-free organisation by 2030. 27 It also has a 

carbon budget of 19 million tonnes of CO2eq for 2020–2040. The County Council of the Västra 

Götaland region targets becoming fossil-free by 2030, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

by 80 percent from 1990 levels by 2030. In addition, greenhouse gas emissions from regional 

residents’ consumption will be reduced by 30 percent compared to 2010, regardless of where 

in the world they take place. 

 

We must be mindful of the difference between targets for emissions from public activity and 

emissions from residents. There are great opportunities for municipalities and regions also 

to influence their residents’ emissions, even if to a smaller extent than their own emissions. 

The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency has compiled measures that municipalities 

can adopt in their environmental work to achieve the environmental goal of limited climate 

impact,28 a vital area is community and transport planning. Municipalities can review parking 

standards, promote carpools, facilitate and prioritise public transport, pedestrian and 

bicycle traffic, build public transport, introduce environmental zones, and plan for reduced 

traffic, for example, by not promoting continued establishments of trade and urban develop-

ment in peripheral car-dependent locations. Swedish Environmental Research Institute  IVL 

has also compiled ten reforms where action by the government could facilitate the work of 

municipalities on  sustainable transport and sustainable mobility.29

Suggested targets 

 – Set an explicit target of reducing overall consumption-based emissions from the 

public sector by 50 percent by 2030 and 85 percent by 2045 from 2019 levels. An in-

dication of whether the target is being achieved can be obtained through the national 

statistics. Still, it is more appropriate to measure the achievement of targets by aggre-

gating all public activities’ bottom-up statistics. Alternatively, if it is impossible to ag-

gregate the statistics, set a target that  90 percent of public activity (municipalities, re-

gions, governmental agencies, and state-owned companies) should have achieved the 

goal according to their own bottom-up statistics.

 – Issue governmental instructions to all governmental agencies, binding them to reduce 

their emissions by at least 50 percent by 2030 and 85 percent by 2045. Set an equiva-

lent target for state-owned companies.

Due to the high ability to control the emissions and the large emission volumes, targets and 

instruments for public emissions may be the most important measure Sweden can adopt to 

reduce its total consumption-based emissions.
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3.3.2  Targets for buildings and infrastructure

Emissions from construction and infrastructure account for about 12 percent of Swedish 

consumption-based emissions, nearly half of which occur in other countries. Construction ac-

counted for 8,4 million tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions in 2018, half of which (48 percent) 

resulted from imports. The construction of roads and railways accounted for 1,65 million tonnes 

of emissions, of which 44 percent from imports.30 These figures relate to the construction pha-

se and should not be confused with emissions from the ’construction and real estate sector’, in-

cluding emissions from heating and property management.

Although a large part of the building materials used in Sweden are manufactured domestically, 

their imported emissions are significant. They come from products such as lighting fixtures, fi-

ber and electrical cables, doors, windows, and international transport.31

Construction and infrastructure are sectors with a limited number of players and – according 

to recent decisions - will start to be monitored in detail via the new climate declarations for buil-

dings. The Swedish Transport Administration also has a sharp follow-up monitoring for emis-

sions from infrastructure. Setting sectoral goals for this sector is highly feasible.

Suggested targets

Since climate declarations have already been introduced, it is relatively easy to introduce li-

mit values for new buildings. Thanks to the Swedish Transport Administration’s climate cal-

culation model, the same applies to infrastructure projects. In order for the limit values pro-

posed by the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning to be reached by 2043, 

as well as the Swedish Transport Administration’s own targets, access to carbon-free ce-

ment is required. Due to the long-term timelines in the construction sector and the fact that 

carbon-free cement is not expected to be in place until 2030, a longer-term goal is preferable 

for the entire construction and infrastructure sector.

30  Boverkets environmental indicators https://www.boverket.se/sv/om-boverket/publicerat-av-boverket/oppna-data/
miljoindikatorer/ Retrieved 2021-10-01   
31 Lagrådsremiss. Klimatdeklaration för byggnader
https://www.regeringen.se/4aeb72/contentassets/5f74be0d9cf04ca48c14820e05bbfd80/klimatdeklaration-for-bygg-
nader.pdf 
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 – On an overarching level, reduce emissions from new buildings and the construction 

phase of infrastructure by 85 percent by 2045.  

This target overlaps with the target of public emissions, and reducing emissions from 

the construction sector is necessary to reduce public sector emissions. 

Proposals for policy instruments

 – Introduce limits for climate impact for new buildings in line with the Swedish National 

Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s proposal. Climate declarations for new buil-

dings have already been introduced. 32 This public agency has made proposals for how 

the climate declarations can be further adjusted to include limits for maximum climate 

impact. The National Board of Housing, Building and Planning proposes that the ceiling in 

2027 is set at 20-30 percent lower climate emissions than their reference value. It also 

suggests a stricter limit by 2035 and 80 percent by 2043. 33

 – Broaden the scope of the climate declarations to include installations, interior finis-

hes and fixtures. A considerable part of a building’s climate impact (18-46 percent ac-

cording to LCA studies referred to by the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building 

and Planning) comes from installations. The imported part of the construction emis-

sions also comes mainly from these categories. This governmental agency proposes 

that these categories are included in climate declarations from 2027. 34

3.3.3  Targets for food

Food consumption accounts for about 12 percent of consumption-based emissions but is 

more challenging to address than many other categories. A large part of the food’s clima-

te impact is imported, and for a long time, the consumption of imported meat increased while 

Swedish meat decreased or remained unchanged. Since 2016 the trend was discontinued, and 

consumption of beef and pork decreased 12 percent and poultry 9 percent between 2016 and 

2020.35 The decrease is due solely to reduced imports.36 Consumption of pork has almost fallen 

to 1980 levels (year zero for these statistics by the Swedish Board of Agriculture), while beef is 

about 66 percent higher. Consumption of poultry is more than four times higher than in 1980.

The ability to influence food emissions

In the report Policy instruments for sustainable food consumption, from a research consorti-

um led by SLU Future Food, 20 different possible control instruments to reduce food emissions 

are listed. 37 Instruments to reduce emissions from food can be divided into three categories: 

information, tax and subsidy, and rules and requirements. It is unlikely that the decrease in 

meat consumption in recent years would be detached from an increased consumer awareness 

of climate impact, antibiotic use and animal welfare. This suggests that information campaigns 

can be effective. In addition to information measures, few instruments have political support. 

For example, when Swedish public service broadcaster SVT asked all parties about a tax on 

meat in 2018 all of them were against it 38

32  https://riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-lagar/arende/betankande/klimatdeklaration-for-byggnader_H801CU23 
33 Boverket (2020). Utveckling av regler om klimatdeklaration av byggnader. https://www.boverket.se/sv/om-boverket/

publicerat-av-boverket/publikationer/2020/utveckling-av-regler-om-klimatdeklaration-av-byggnader/  
Retreived 2021-09-23. 

 34 Ibid.
35 https://jordbruksverket.se/mat-och-drycker/hallbar-produktion-och-konsumtion-av-mat/konsumtion-av-kott 

36 https://jordbruksverket.se/mat-och-drycker/handel-och-marknad/priser-och-marknadsinformation-for-livsmedel 
 37 Styrmedel för hållbar matkonsumtion – en kunskapsöversikt och vägar framåt Elin Röös et al (2020)

https://www.sustainableconsumption.se/wp-content/uploads/sites/34/2020/06/StyrmedelForHallbarMatkonsumtion.pdf
38  https://www.svt.se/nyheter/inrikes/politiker-nobbar-experters-krav-pa-kottskatt
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However, it is a proposal that could have a major impact on 

emissions and is something that has been discussed inten-

sively in recent years. 

 

Food is an area where single policy instruments and goal 

achievement in one area can have negative effects in other 

areas. For example, meat taxes can have the effect of pe-

ople  reducing their consumption of red meat and instead 

eating unsustainably caught fish, worsening the already serious problem of overfishing. It 

can also increase the consumption of poultry, which can lead to increased animal suffering 

since far more chickens are needed to generate the same amount of calories and proteins 

from one cow, for instance. There is also a conflict between animal welfare and emissions 

where slow, animal-friendly outdoor farming often leads to higher emissions than intensi-

ve industrial production indoors. In addition to negatively impacting animal welfare, a shift to 

more industrial production can also deteriorate biodiversity. This shows that it can be risky 

to introduce policy instruments or set targets for individual areas of food consumption, such 

as reduced climate impact from meat, without considering other areas at the same time.

Through public sector targets, the food emissions generated by public organisations can de-

crease. Still, the effect is limited as the public sector accounts for only four percent of total 

food consumption in Sweden.

Another possible area is to promote the consumption of alternative protein sources. This can 

be done through different types of supporting measures. For example, subsidies, but also 

state funding for innovation and research programmes for lab-grown meat or new prote-

in-rich products intended as a substitute for meat.

Reducing food waste is another area that can reduce emissions. The following targets are 

currently set for food waste in the Swedish environmental target system:

Food waste will be reduced by at least 20 percent by weight per capita from 2020 to 2025.

An increased share of food production will reach stores and consumers by 2025.

By 2023, at least 75 percent of food waste from households, commercial kitchens, shops, and 

restaurants must be sorted and treated biologically to utilise plant nutrients and biogas.

Another area for reduced emissions is fishing. Bottom trawling has been estimated global-

ly to emit between 600 million and 1,5 billion tonnes of CO 39. There are also other emissions in 

the fishing industry, not least the incineration of fossil fuels. Reducing bottom trawling can 

be an effective climate action. This can be done by banning bottom trawling altogether ex-

cept for a few well-defined areas. In 2020, the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Mana-

gement presented proposals to implement a general stop to bottom trawling in protected 

Swedish marine areas. The Swedish government is currently analysing these proposals.

39 Sala et al, (2021), Nature, Protecting the global ocean for biodiversity, food and climate,  https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41586-021-03371-z 

Through public sector targets, the 
food emissions they are responsible 

for can be reduced, but the impact 
is limited as the public sector only 

accounts for 4 percent of total food 
consumption in Sweden
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HOW METHANE SHOULD BE VALUED 

A large part of the emissions from food is made up of methane rather than carbon dioxide. 

These two are different since methane has a lifetime in the atmosphere of about 12 years, 

whereas carbon dioxide has hundreds of years. However, methane is a much more potent 

greenhouse gas, and a tonne of methane leads to about 28 times higher warming over hund-

red years than a tonne of carbon dioxide.

This type of calculation is called global warming potential (GWP) and how the calculations 

have been used has been criticised by researchers for many years.40 Comparing methane 

with carbon dioxide emissions through a simple GWP calculation can create a misleading un-

derstanding of the climate effects of different measures.

A crucial distinction is that constant methane emissions do not increase warming while 

constant carbon dioxide emissions do. Carbon dioxide accumulates in the atmosphere un-

like methane and global carbon dioxide emissions must be reduced all the way down to zero 

for increased warming to stop. For methane, it is enough that emissions do not continue 

growing; if the emission level is constant, so is its climate effect.

However, reduced methane emissions lead to reduced warming and is an essential tool. But 

calculating CO2 equivalents must be done with caution. All else being equal, it brings about a 

greater positive climate effect to avoid a release of one tonne of CO2 equivalents from CO2 

than one tonne of CO2eq from methane.

Let us use a swimming pool metaphor to explain this. Carbon dioxide emissions are the water 

stream from the hose filling up the basin. It is not enough to reduce the flow from the hose to 

prevent the water level from going up. Either the tap must be turned off completely, or wa-

ter must go down the drain (negative emissions). Methane emissions are, in our metaphor, 

people bathing. If more people jump in (e.g. the number of cows on the planet increases), the 

water level increases. If the number of bathers decreases, the water level goes down. But if 

the number of people bathing is constant, the water level is, too.

There are greater opportunities to offset methane emissions than CO2 due to the short life 

expectancy. Many carbon removal methods using nature have short or uncertain durability. 

If you want to compensate methane, it may be enough to guarantee ten years of permanen-

ce. The storage of carbon in agricultural land may be a suitable method for compensating for 

methane emissions but not for fossil emissions.41

40 See b.la:  Cain el al (2019) Improved calculation of warming-equivalent emissions for short-lived climate pollutants, npj Climate and  

Atmospheric Science https://www.nature.com/articles/s41612-019-0086-4 · Smith et al (2021) Further improvement of warming-equivalent 

emissions calculation. npj Climate and Atmospheric Science https://www.nature.com/articles/s41612-021-00169-8 4 ·R.T. Pierrehumbert 

(2014) Short-Lived Climate Pollution Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-earth-060313-054843 

41  The main problem with the storage of carbon in agricultural land is the short permanence. If one has built up carbon storage in the soil 

through a method such as no-till agriculture. There is also some uncertainty about how well regenerative agriculture works to bind carbon 

from a system perspective. See, among others, World Resource Institute https://www.wri.org/insights/insider-further-explanation-po-

tential-contribution-soil-carbon-sequestration-working
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Suggested targets  

In this report, we present two proposals for targets that can be modified and quantified: 

 – Set a goal of a greater proportion of the protein content in Sweden coming from al-

ternative sources such as plants or synthetic meat. This avoids the adverse effects of 

swapping one type of meat for another. The focus on protein also avoids adversely af-

fecting public health by unilateral calory switching from, e.g., meat to potato crisps. The 

goal can be achieved through information campaigns and funding for innovation in the 

field of alternative protein sources. 

 – Set a target for increasing the proportion of animal food produced under conditions 

that safeguard animal welfare and the environment and the climate. This can reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions by shifting meat consumption to more expensive, more en-

vironmentally and animal-friendly production. As it is more expensive, it can lead to a to-

tal reduction in meat consumption. The target can also positively impact biodiversity, 

for example, by promoting natural grazing. Policy instruments need to be explored fur-

ther as today’s international trade rules make it more difficult to meet requirements in 

this area.

Reducing food waste is another critical area, but no new proposals are presented here since 

Sweden already has intermediate targets.

Another area of food policy is to influence fossil fertiliser use in the EU. Fossil-free manure 

has great potential to reduce emissions from agriculture and is now available on a small sca-

le where ammonia is made from fossil-free hydrogen. Sweden could contribute on the EU le-

vel to ensure all farms supported by the Union’s CAP agricultural program use fossil-free ma-

nure. A production aid in the form of carbon contracts for difference could be used to enable 

the production.
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3.3.4 Targets for aviation 

It is appropriate to introduce a milestone target for reducing Swedes’ air travel emissions. 

The Environmental Objectives Committee has this mission. The target should include all 

flights departing from Swedish territory to the final destination. The high-altitude effect 

should be reported separately.

Aviation emissions should be measured by bottom-up statistics and not by national ac-

counts. The list of all departures (and final destination) that take place from Swedish air-

ports can be used. This should be supplemented by information on aircraft type, fuel mixtu-

re, and flight routes to calculate high altitude effects. Any additional information that might 

be needed, can be requested from airlines (which most likely already have such data).

Like methane discussed in the section above, we should be clear about the difference 

between aviation CO2 emissions and the short-lived high-altitude effect. CO2 stays in the at-

mosphere for hundreds of years and contributes to warming well into the future.

The high-altitude effect consists primarily of short-lived greenhouse gases, some with as
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42 Sammanställning av flygets klimatpåverkan och möjlighet till minskning av dessa - alternativa flygrutter för minskade 
höghöjdseffekter och biobränslen. Moldanova et al.  IVL (2018) http://www.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:1552314/
FULLTEXT01.pdf
43 Skillnaden mellan kortvariga och långvariga minskningar av uppvärmning diskuteras vidare i detta inlägg: https://illumi-
nem.com/energyvoices/295b520b-8b18-4a42-bc5e-67d9861b9c74  
 44 Biojet för flyget SOU 2019:11 https://www.regeringen.se/rattsliga-dokument/statens-offentliga-utredningar/2019/03/
sou-201911/
 45 Anneli Kamb och Jörgen Larsson, Klimatpåverkan från svenska befolkningens flygresor 1990– 2017, Chalmers tekniska 
högskola (2018)
 https://research.chalmers.se/publication/506796/file/506796_Fulltext.pdf 
46 SAS  Yearly and sustainability reporting 2019/2020 (Basår 2005) https://www.sasgroup.net/files/Main/290/3277521/release.
pdf

short a lifespan as a few hours. However, they contribute to that warming today and reducing 

them is a worthwhile endeavour. Nevertheless, they should not be directly compared to car-

bon dioxide emissions42.

For example, a direct comparison could result in flight routes leading to increased CO2 emis-

sions being selected because they reduce incredibly short-lived but potent contrails. Sin-

ce the harmful effect of heating is not linear but increases with temperatures, this could be 

counterproductive. The positive impact of a temporary drop in temperature today cannot 

compensate for the harmful effect of increased long-term warming in the future43. 

Suggested targets for aviation emissions 

 – 100 percent of aircraft fuel refilled in Sweden is bio- or electro-fuels by 2045. A reduc-

tion obligation is already introduced in  Sweden and requires suppliers of aviation kero-

sene to mix biofuels into fossil aviation kerosene. The obligation starts at 0.8 percent 

biofuels in 2021 to gradually increase to 27 percent in 2030. This should be increased to 

100 percent by 2045 in line with the government inquiry on aviation.44 Besides biofuels, 

electro-fuels made from carbon dioxide of biogenic origin or from direct capture from 

air is a promising alternative.

 – Reduce carbon dioxide emissions from Swedish passengers’ total flying by 25 percent 

by 2030 compared to 2019 levels. This can be done with the help of increased air tax and 

information management and measured by the method researchers at Chalmers Uni-

versity of Technology have developed.45 There is reason to believe that this goal can be 

achieved, and the airline SAS has set the same target for its absolute emissions46.   

Proposals for policy instruments

 – Efforts to ensure that airlines optimise flight routes to reduce the warming caused by 

the high-altitude effect (making sure that this does not increase CO2 emissions.) This 

can be incentivised, for example, by discounting landing fees.

 – Introduce quota obligations of 100 percent bio or electro-fuels for aircraft refueling in 

Sweden by 2045.

 – Explore the possibility of incentivising electric flights.

 – Raise the air tax and investigate the possibility of a progressive aviation tax.

 – Prompt the EU to introduce VAT on international flights and raise VAT to 25 percent for all 

flights.

 – Introduce differentiated take-off and landing fees based on emissions to provide in-

centives for airlines to reduce emissions.
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3.3.5  Targets for maritime transport

There is a need to set targets for reducing emissions from maritime transports. Greenhouse 

gas emissions from ships refuelling in Sweden (international bunkering) amount to 7 million 

tonnes 47. These emissions are challenging to impact through Swedish measures. Emissions 

are not included in territorial emissions or existing climate targets. A mandate to consider 

targets for maritime transport is part of the Environmental Objectives Committee’s mission.

One possible way to manage shipping transport is to include them in the EU emissions tra-

ding system. The think tank Global Challenge published the report Towards 2050 – Policy for a 

climate-neutral EU48 which proposes to include shipping within the EU, and half the distance 

between the port of countries outside the EU in the emissions trading system.

Another essential part is ensuring there are fossil-free fuels for shipping and aviation avai-

lable, for example, by providing capital and operating support for Swedish hydrogen produc-

tion and production of electro-fuels. Examples of this are ‘carbon contracts for differences’ 

and preferential loans through a green investment bank.

3.3.6  Targets for Swedish companies’ emissions 

Swedish companies’ emissions in the value chain are also part of the country’s consump-

tion-based emissions. For example, emissions from H&M clothing production in Asia are part 

of a Swedish company’s Scope 3 emissions but are not included in Swedish consumption-ba-

sed emissions. Sweden can influence the country’s companies to accelerate their emission 

reductions.

Many companies measure and report their climate impact. It has become standard for com-

panies not only to calculate and set targets for their direct emissions, but also their indirect 

emissions often exceed 90 percent of total emissions.

The Swedish newspaper Dagens Industri has created a climate index where the figures for 

the country’s large companies reporting their emissions are presented. The figures include 

emissions from 218 Swedish companies. Their total emissions are 251 million tonnes of CO2eq 

(five times higher than Sweden’s territorial emissions), of which 89 percent are in Scope 3 49. 

This is despite the fact that only 88 (40 percent) companies report Scope 3. Three compa-

nies account for a total of 161 million (64 percent) of these - Electrolux, Ericsson and Volvo. 

The ten companies with the highest emissions account for 218 million tonnes (86 percent), 

in addition to the above mentioned also Lundin Energy, H&M, AstraZeneca, ABB, Gränges, Te-

lia and Skanska.50 

Sustainability reporting is currently mandatory for companies of a certain size (two of the 

following criteria must be met: more than 250 employees, over SEK 175 million in balance she-

et totals or net sales of over SEK 350 million). The law came into force December 2016 and is 

estimated to cover around 1,600 companies. The report includes sustainability information, 

policies and risks, but there are no requirements for emission accounting.
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Requiring companies to report their emissions is one way to accelerate the transition. Get-

ting more companies to set goals further strengthens these efforts. Stricter emission ac-

counting requirements are expected from the EU, and have been introduced for some com-

panies in the UK. In the US, the Securities and Exchange Commission has approved a proposal 

to require all publicly traded companies to disclose their greenhouse gas emissions.  

Suggested targets

We propose a target for the number of companies that have set targets: by 2025, 90 percent 

of companies required to present sustainability reports have set emission reduction targets 

in line with limiting warming to 1.5 degrees.

In 2015, the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency proposed requirements for greenhou-

se gas emission accounting in Scopes 1, 2 and part of 3 for companies with at least 100 full-ti-

me employees or with a turnover above SEK 100 million.51

Proposals for policy instruments

 – Set requirements for reporting emissions in Scopes 1, 2 and 3 for companies that are 

currently required to present sustainability reports.

 – Introduce incentives for companies that set and meet targets, for example, through po-

sitive exposure.

 – Task a governmental agency, such as the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 

with the mission to raise awareness of the need for companies to set climate targets 

for their entire climate impact. This can be done through workshops, conferences, or 

networking. The necessary resources should also be allocated to that agency.

 – That same agency should also be tasked with helping companies co-ordinate and identi-

fy how companies’ Scope 3 emissions can be reduced.

 – Make negative emissions tax-deductible and exempt them from VAT. The types of nega-

tive emissions for tax-deduction need to be specified and their quality ensured.

47 https://www.naturvardsverket.se/data-och-statistik/klimat/vaxthusgaser-utslapp-fran-utrikes-sjofart-och-flyg/
48På väg mot 2050 - Politik för ett klimatneutralt EU, Global utmaning (2021) https://www.globalutmaning.se/wp-con-
tent/uploads/sites/8/2021/03/MAGNUS-NILSSON-PA%CC%8A-VA%CC%88G-MOT-2050.pdf
49 This is just a comparison, aggregated emissions from companies include double counted eissions.
50 Calculations from DI Klimatindex https://www.di.se/bors/klimatindex/ Data retrieved 2021-09-24.
 51 Miljö- och klimatarbete i näringslivet. En översikt med fokus på drivkrafter och klimat. Naturvårdsverket.  
Rapport 6665 Oktober 2015. 

Requiring companies to report their 
emissions is one way to accelerate the 
transition. Getting more companies to 

set goals further drives the effort.
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TOWARDS NET ZERO: REDUCING CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS!

4. Impact on relations 
with other countries

The objectives and policies proposed in this report do not create trade bar-
riers and would not have a particularly negative impact on any single coun-
try. Instead, the targets help other countries change, and benefit clima-
te-smart manufacturer. For example, with consumption-emission targets, 
the public sector and construction companies would increase their demand 
for materials with low climate impact. 

However, other proposals for reducing consumption-based emissions directly affect tra-

de. In the EU, there are proposals for a limit charge for CO2 for certain products, so-called 

Carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM). This means that certain goods, such as ste-

el or cement, can be taxed based on their emission intensity for countries that do not have 

their own carbon price or mechanisms to reduce emissions equivalent to ones from the EU. 

In practice, this would mean, for example, that inexpensive Chinese steel would be subject 

to a charge on entry into the Union, matching what a European steel producer would pay for 

their emission allowance. However, for this measure to be fair, the free allocation of emission 

rights must then be abolished. Analyses suggest a risk that low-income countries will be af-

fected by the measure, which must be taken into account.

CO2 border levies would also positively impact consumption-based emissions as it would 

shift imports to less emission-intensive producers of goods.

This climate action has been addressed in another report by the think tank Global Challenge.

In the report Towards 2050 - Policy for a climate-neutral EU52 author Magnus Nilsson concludes 

that border charges should only be seen as a last resort, partly because of the risk of igniting a 

trade war. The report argues that other measures should first be tested, including climate dip-

lomacy towards the EU’s major trading partners such as China and the US, prompting them to 

sharpen their climate policies. But also cooperate with EU neighbouring countries such as Tur-

key, Morocco, and Balkan countries outside the EU and Ukraine to avoid the EU importing fossil 

electricity from these countries. At the same time, there are signs that the threat of border ta-

riffs has already led to plans for more ambitious climate policies among EU trading partners.53

52 På väg mot 2050 – Politik för ett klimatneutralt EU, Global utmaning (2021) https://www.globalutmaning.se/ 
wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2021/03/MAGNUS-NILSSON-PA%CC%8A-VA%CC%88G-MOT-2050.pdf
52 Among others; https://www.spglobal.com/platts/en/market-insights/latest-news/energy-transition/ 
102921-cop26-russia-to-refocus-energy-strategy-in-bid-to-reach-carbon-neutrality-by-2060
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TOWARDS NET ZERO: REDUCING CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS!

5. Summary of  
suggested targets  
and policies

TARGET TARGET STATEMENT SOURCE/INDICATOR

NET ZERO TARGETS Reduce total Swedish consump-

tion-based emissions by at least 

85% by 2045 and reach net zero 

through negative emissions for 

the remaining part.

The overall national statistics 

from Statistics Sweden.

INCREASED  

RESPONSIBILITY FOR  

NEGATIVE EMISSIONS

Finance permanent negative 

emissions to achieve net zero 

emissions from consumption. 

Funded by companies, individu-

als and, if necessary, the state 

budget. (This is in addition to the 

negative emissions included in 

Sweden’s territorial goals.

1) Sweden’s direct support for  

negative emissions via, for  

example, reverse auctions. 

2) Deductions in declarations.

T H E  C L I M AT E  A G E N D A
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SECTOR TARGETS TARGET STATEMENT SOURCE/INDICATOR

TARGETS FOR  

PUBLIC EMISSIONS

1) Total public consumption-ba-

sed emissions is reduced by 50% 

by 2030 and 85% by 2045 compa-

red to 2019.

1b) 90% of public agencies (go-

vernmental agencies, muni-

cipalities, regions, state-ow-

ned companies) should reduce 

their emissions by at least 50% 

by 2030.

1) The overall national statistics 

from Statistics Sweden. 

2) Bottom-up statistics from 

each public agency. 

TARGETS FOR NEW  

BUILDINGS AND 

INFRASTRUCTURE

On an aggregated level, emissions 

from the construction phase of 

new buildings and infrastructu-

re structures will be reduced by 

85% by 2045 from 2022 levels 

(first year with data from building 

declarations).

Building declarations for new 

buildings and life cycle analyses 

from the Swedish Transport Ad-

ministration’s model Climate cal-

culation for infrastructure in-

vestments. 

TARGETS FOR FOOD 1) As part of total food consump-

tion, increase the percentage of 

calories available from alternati-

ve protein sources such as plants 

or synthetic meat.

2) Increase the proportion of 

meat produced with care for ani-

mals, the environment and the 

climate.

The Swedish National Food Ad-

ministration / Statistics of the 

Swedish Board of Agriculture

TARGETS FOR AVIATION 1) Emissions from Swedish avi-

ation will be reduced by 25% by 

2030 compared to 2019 levels.  

2) 100% of aircraft fuel refueled in 

Sweden will be bio- or electro- 

fuels by 2045.

1) Travel surveys

2) The Swedish Transport Agency

TARGETS FOR MARITIME 

TRANSPORTS

Push to include emissions in the 

EU emissions trading scheme.

TARGETS FOR SWEDISH 

MEDIUM AND LARGE 

COMPANIES EMISSIONS IN 

SCOPE 1, 2 & 3

By 2025, 90% of the companies 

subject to today’s sustainability 

reporting requirements have set 

emission reduction targets

in line 1,5 degrees maxiumum 

warming.

Measured via the companies’ own 

sustainability reporting.
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5.2  POLICY INSTRUMENTS 

POLICIES FOR REDUCING PUBLIC EMISSIONS

 – In governmental instructions to all public agencies, bind them to reduce their emissions by 

at least 50 percent by 2030 and 85 percent by 2045. Stipulate the same for state-owned 

companies.

 – Provide incentives, such as increased grants to municipalities and regions that achieve 

their climate goals.

 – Give the Swedish national procurement agency a mandate to assist public organisations in 

calculating and reducing their emissions.

 – Reduce the profit requirement for state-owned companies in favour of prioritising climate 

benefits.

 – Provide incentives for municipalities and regions to work to reduce their inhabitants’ emis-

sions, not least through community and transport planning. 

POLICIES FOR REDUCING EMISSIONS FROM THE CONSTRUCTION AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

SECTOR 

 – Introduce limits for climate impact for new buildings in line with the Swedish National Board 

of Housing, Building and Planning proposal.

 – Broaden the scope of climate declarations to include installations, interior finishes, and fix-

tures.

 – Include industrial buildings in the climate declaration requirement.

 – Introduce measures to promote wood construction.

 – Provide CCS support to cement manufacturers, for example, through carbon contracts for 

difference.

 – Ensure that the Swedish Transport Administration is given the conditions to achieve its al-

ready set goals, such as an increased budget to pay for green premiums for more expensi-

ve, climate-smart materials. 

POLICIES FOR REDUCING EMISSIONS FROM AVIATION AND MARITIME

 – Raise the aviation tax and explore the possibility of a progressive aviation tax.

 – Introduce differentiated take-off and landing fees based on emissions to provide airlines 

with incentives to reduce emissions.

 – Introduce quota obligations of 100 percent bio- or electro-fuels for aircraft refuelling in 

Sweden by 2045.

 – Investigate the possibility of incentivising electric flights.

 – Push to ensure that airlines optimise flight routes to reduce the warming caused by the 

high-altitude effect (making sure that CO2 emissions do not increase).

 – Work within the EU to impose VAT on international flights and increase VAT on domestic 

flights to 25 percent.

 – Stimulate the production of fossil-free fuels for shipping and aviation by providing capital 

and production support for Swedish hydrogen and e-fuels. Examples include carbon con-

tracts for differences and preferential loans through a green investment bank.

POLICIES FOR REDUCING EMISSIONS FROM FOOD CONSUMPTION

 – Introduce support packages for innovation initiatives forwarding alternative protein sour-

ces.
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 – Work within the EU to ensure that the Union’s agricultural funding rewards agricultural prac-

tices that use fossil-free fertilisers.

 – Support farmers who switch to organic and plant-based food production.

 – Introduce a ban on bottom trawling except for a few well-defined areas. 

POLICIES FOR REDUCING EMISSIONS FROM COMPANIES

 – Set requirements for reporting greenhouse gas emissions in Scopes 1, 2 and 3 for companies 

currently required to present annual sustainability reports.

 – Provide incentives to companies that set and meet goals, for example, through positive ex-

posure.

 – Task a governmental agency, such as the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, with the 

mission to raise awareness of the need for companies to set climate targets for their entire 

climate impact. This could be done through, e.g. workshops, conferences or networking. Said 

agency should be funded accordingly.

 – The same agency should also be tasked with assisting companies with coordination and iden-

tifying how their Scope 3 emissions can be reduced.

 – Make negative emissions tax deductible and exempt them from VAT.  

OTHER POLICIES  

(These policies are not addressed in detail in the report and should be seen as proposals to develop fur-

ther.)

 – Introduce the right to part-time work for everyone, like the right parents of young children 

currently enjoy in Sweden.

 – Introduce the right to exchange part of one’s salary for an extended annual leave.

 – Require manufacturers to sell energy-efficient and repairable products, for example, by wor-

king towards a strengthened eco-design directive.

 – Work with the EU to introduce product passports, including information on the climate im-

pact of goods.

 – Introduce extended right of complaint and warranty period.

 – Introduce a ban on planned obsolescence of products and the right to repair them.

 – Ban companies from destroying unsold and usable goods.

 – Ensure that products are designed so that it is possible to separate materials from each 

other to be more easily reused and recycled.

 – Introduce deposit and recycling systems for more products other than bottles or cans.

 – Exempt second-hand products entirely from the chemical tax.

 – Introduce quotas for recycled raw materials, for example, plastics (the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency has already been commissioned to identify products).

 – Introduce differentiated VAT, for example, by reducing service VAT to 12 percent and increa-

sing VAT on other categories.

 – Regulate advertising of environmentally harmful products.

 – Investigate the possibility of introducing a system of fees and dividends. (Increased car-

bon tax on, for example, aviation, fuels and especially carbon-intensive products, distributed 

equally to all citizens).

 – Provide extended support for sharing, rental, repair and mobility services.

 – Introduce legal requirements that make it mandatory for companies to charge for shipping 

to reduce impulse purchases and unnecessary returns for e-commerce.
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6. Conclusion

This report shows how national and sectoral targets can be set for Swedish 
consumption-based emissions. The goals are limited and realistic and aim to 
ensure that the country does not leave feasible measures unexplored simply 
because they do not fulfill any target or that they are someone else’s re-
sponsibility. For example, it is remarkable that many public actors still do not 
have specific and measurable targets to reduce their climate impact.
 

We also present tangible proposals for policy instruments, among the most crucial being to 

introduce the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning’s recommendations 

on limits for maximum GHG emissions per square meter for new buildings and to continue to 

increase the reduction obligation for aviation and include electro-fuels, as well as provide 

support for domestic production of fossil-free fuels. However, the targets often have a ste-

ering effect, especially for the public sector.

Sweden has both a responsibility and an opportunity to reduce its consumption-based emis-

sions. Many low-hanging fruits are yet to be picked. Setting goals and implementing policy 

instruments is the first step in addressing the climate impact of consumption and creating 

sustainable Swedish consumption.

Sweden was the first country to set a net zero target for territorial emissions, but other 

countries quickly followed suit. Now, Sweden will be the first to set national consumption-ba-

sed emissions targets.
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